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Chapter 1

Helena fidgeted in her chair, glanced at the clock again, and sighed with 
impatience. Their ship had become becalmed that morning, and freezing 
mist had driven Helena and her younger sister Isabelle into the warmth 
of Captain Todd’s great cabin. Since then they had been huddled round 
the wood stove, Helena reading in the captain’s smoking chair, while 
Isabelle embroidered. All around them were the comforting sounds of 
the ship’s crew going about their duties – the dull thud of footsteps up 
and down the oak decks, muffled voices, and the occasional ringing of 
the watch bells.

Their trip around the Continent, thus far, had been everything 
Helena had hoped for, and she had already filled several notebooks 
and sketchbooks with details of the sights they had seen in France and 
Italy. The highlight of the trip had been Florence, where she had been 
spellbound by the works of art in the Uffizi Gallery. But on arriving 
in Venice, their chaperone – one of her father’s men – had returned 
to their lodgings with tales of unrest in the air, and the threat of attack 
from the Turk. The news sent Isabelle into a panic, but to Helena the 
story did not ring true – the Venetians themselves seemed perfectly calm 
and appeared to be going about their business as usual. Nonetheless, 
within hours the British ambassador himself had been summoned, and 
he had personally escorted them via longboat onto HMS Fearless, which 
happened to be visiting Venice on some sort of diplomatic mission. 
Literally minutes after they had boarded, the ship had set sail, and then 
they were on their way to supposed safety in the Greek port of Patras, 
from where they would be able to take a passage to Gibraltar.

Helena tried to concentrate on her travel book again but found her 
thoughts wandering. At first she had been incensed by the abrupt end to 
their travels, despite the captain putting his own cabin at their disposal. 
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Her anger, however, had dissipated on the first night, when a young 
Lieutenant Hurst had joined them for dinner at the captain’s table. In 
spite of herself – who had turned down the numerous suitors her father 
had paraded before her, and who considered most men to be scoundrels, 
rakes or spineless dandies – she had been completely smitten by him.

He was tall, of medium build, with an aura of unshakable self-
confidence and authority, tempered by a dry sense of humour. And, as 
Isabelle never tired of pointing out, with his athletic physique, flaxen 
hair, and piercing blue eyes set in a chiselled face, he had the looks of  
a young Norse god. He knew of their father, the Earl of Salisbury, and 
his father was one of the finest silversmiths in London. Best of all, there 
was no wife or fiancée involved, information she had – subtlety she 
thought – wrung out of him less than an hour into the dinner. Helena 
knew that a man like Lt Hurst could quite easily have a woman in every 
port, and yet by the end of their first evening together – unless he and 
his fellow officers were expert dissemblers – she was convinced there 
was no other woman in his life. At Helena’s request he had given them  
a tour of ship on their second day on board, and in the course of the tour 
it had become obvious to Helena that the feeling was mutual.

‘Or maybe I am deluding myself,’ she thought, glancing at the clock 
again, ‘due to the desperation of an old maid!’

She shook her head to dismiss the notion; the Fates had brought 
them together, she was sure of it, and since meeting him a constant 
feeling of joy had welled up within her, together with a sense of barely 
contained excitement whenever she thought of him. She looked for 
every excuse to be on deck when he was on duty, ostensibly sketching 
the coastline or painting sea views, hoping to catch sight of him. He 
would acknowledge her if he passed by, but rarely spoke to her as he 
went about his duties, as was fitting.

The evenings had quickly settled into a pattern that had taken on 
something of a dreamlike quality. The sisters would make their way 
up to the high deck above Captain Todd’s cabin to watch the sunset, 
where Lt Hurst would join them after his watch, pointing out the 
constellations as they appeared in the crystal clear Mediterranean sky. 
By the light of the whale-oil lanterns, and with the sound of fiddle and 
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accordion music coming from below deck, they would then join the 
other officers for dinner in the candle-lit cabin. The food provided by 
the captain’s Genoese cook was of exceptional quality, and the meals 
themselves passed in a blur of fine wine and polite conversation, despite 
the captain himself being quite reserved and somewhat aloof.

She yawned, had a luxurious stretch, and made herself more 
comfortable in the chair. The late nights and several weeks of travelling 
though Europe by carriage and horseback had tired her. Logs in the 
stove crackled and spat, while the ship’s timbers creaked and groaned as 
it moved on the gentle swell of the sea. Helena’s eyelids began to droop 
and her book slowly slipped out of her grip, before resting on her lap.

The watch bells rang out again, rousing Helena. She glanced at the clock 
and felt a thrill of excitement as she realised what the time was.

‘I’m going outside,’ she declared, standing up to stretch her long 
frame. ‘This cabin is getting too far too stuffy.’

‘Really? Or are you hoping to meet the gallant Lt Hurst on your 
travels?’ teased Isabelle, smiling but not raising her eyes from her work. 
Once she had got over her shock at Helena exchanging more than two 
civil words with a man, Isabelle now found the whole business hilarious, 
and she wasted no opportunity to rib her sister about it.

The sisters’ looks were similar in that both had pale skin, blue eyes, and 
full, ruby-red lips. They differed in that Helena was tall and had auburn 
hair and strong, well-defined features with pronounced cheekbones. 
Isabelle, meanwhile, was petite and blonde, with more delicate features 
and larger eyes, giving her a somewhat childlike appearance. Both were 
considered to be beauties in their own right.

‘I may be,’ replied Helena, smiling as she swept her cloak round her 
travelling habit of riding dress and boots.

‘You should not lead him on, you know,’ declared Isabelle suddenly, 
looking directly at Helena now, her voice taking on a more serious tone.

‘How do you mean?’
‘Well, to be blunt – at day’s end you are a lady – and he is  

a commoner!’
‘But his father is a master silversmith…’
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‘Really? With a busy school of apprentices working under his 
direction – or surviving hand to mouth on the odd commission?’

‘Well then, Alex is a leader of men – a rising star!’ retorted Helena.
‘Come now, these military chaps always talk themselves up – and 

their brother officers will back them to the hilt! If he is such a natural 
leader of men, why is he not in line for higher command? You know as 
well as I that at his age – if he were that accomplished – he would be on an 
admiral’s flagship, if it were thought he had the potential to be a captain.’

‘You have a point,’ conceded Helena, her good mood deflated 
somewhat, resting her hands on the back of the chair she had just 
vacated. She cast her eyes away and sighed. ‘If only his were family were 
landed – we would know exactly where he stood.’

‘If his family were landed, he would most surely be married already!’
‘But Isabelle, if it were not for the fact we occupy different stations 

in life, he would be the perfect man for me – I am sure of it!’ She paused. 
‘And, regardless, I have already invited him to Wilton in June – he has 
leave then.’

‘Well, that is all for the good. It will give us time to have proper 
enquires made of him, to see if his family is of substance – and if he 
really has higher prospects in the navy. If all is well, you will then just 
have to persuade Papa.’

‘That, though slightly underhand, does sound like a good course of 
action,’ agreed Helena, perking up as she fastened her cloak. ‘I just pray 
to God that he does not meet some other woman in the meantime!’

‘Do not fret so!’ said Isabelle with a smile. ‘He will be on a warship 
from now until then!’

‘Why don’t you come out also, and get some fresh air?’
‘No, thank you,’ replied Isabelle, her smile turning to a frown. ‘’Tis 

too cold outside – and I don’t care for the way the men leer so as we pass. 
No, I will stay here in the warmth until dinner.’

‘Please yourself,’ said Helena, as she corralled her mane of long 
auburn hair into a ponytail. ‘How’s your embroidery progressing?’

‘Well, in view of the events that have occurred in the last few days,’ 
Isabelle replied, looking pointedly at Helena, ‘I’ve decided to start a new 
one.’
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She held up the cloth with the outline of the embroidery just 
appearing in it.

‘“Journeys end in lovers’ meetings”,’ Helena read aloud, and then 
laughed. ‘How apt!’

‘Oh, and just before you go, remember one thing, sister,’ said 
Isabelle, a concerned edge to her voice.

‘What would that be?’ asked Helena, pausing at the door.
Isabelle half rose to her feet and jabbed the air dramatically with 

her free hand. ‘Marriage is nothing more than legalised prostitution!’ 
she declared, quoting her sister’s favourite saying back to her, before 
collapsing into a fit of giggles.

‘Well, ’tis true where there’s a dowry involved,’ retorted Helena. 
‘But I intend to marry for love!’

Outside, Helena stopped in her tracks as the freezing air literally 
took her breath away. The drop in temperature that had occurred 
in the last few hours was remarkable. Over to her right, the sun was  
a pale disk, barely cutting through the thick vapour that surrounded the 
Fearless in a sound-deadening embrace. The sea was now perfectly still 
and the ship floated there in the half-light, seemingly surrounded by 
towering walls of ethereal mist.

Several yards in front of her, a seaman stood dutifully at the ship’s 
wheel, while several others swabbed the decks down for the final time 
that day, a slight sheen of ice forming on the deck as water from their 
mops froze. About a hundred feet ahead of her, shadowy figures moved 
around the bow of the ship. Hens, pigs, and goats held in cages on the 
deck made the odd noise as they settled down for the evening, as if 
protesting against the change in the weather. The two burly marines 
guarding Captain Todd’s cabin, the tips of their noses blue with the 
cold, turned to look at her as she stood there on the threshold.

‘Everything alright, Miss?’ asked one, his gaze lingering on her 
longer than she felt comfortable with.

‘Quite,’ she replied, pulling her cloak more tightly round herself 
and looking directly ahead. She didn’t care for such familiarity from the 
lower orders, but ship life appeared to be quite informal.
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‘Ship’s Master says this weather’s most unseasonable,’ ventured 
the other, older marine. ‘By rights we should have been in Patras this 
evening, but it’ll be more like…’

Without warning something hit the deck, just ahead of the ship’s 
wheel, with a hollow ringing sound accompanied by the tinkle of 
breaking glass. The long, bright cylindrical object bounced, and then 
rolled across the deck to the base of the ships rail – a spyglass, Helena 
realised. No sooner had the instrument come to a rest than a much larger 
irregular object caught Helena’s eye as it fell silently through the air. An 
instant later, the body of the lookout hit the deck with such sickening 
force that the planking buckled, making Helena jump with shock. All 
movement and sound on the ship halted momentarily, and then seamen 
and officers rushed over to the man’s aid – though to Helena it was 
obvious he was dead from the unnatural angle of his head. He had died 
without uttering a cry, and even in the poor light she could see a pool of 
crimson blood forming on the deck around him. The men around him 
now had him on his back, and to her horror Helena realised there was  
a shaft of wood, the length and thickness of a broom handle, protruding 
from his chest.

One of the figures who crouched around the fallen man now stood 
up and appeared to be looking for something out to sea, first on one side 
of the ship, and then the other – it was Lt Hurst, flaxen hair visible below 
his tricorne hat. Helena’s heart skipped a beat and she made to move 
towards him, but he was already running back along the deck towards 
her, pointing out to sea and shouting urgently at the men around him.

‘Enemy on starboard bow! Bos’un, pipe all hands on deck!’
Seamen who had gathered around the fallen man at first looked 

up in surprise, but as a man near the ship’s wheel blew on a loud, shrill 
whistle, they were galvanised into action, some sprinting off below deck, 
while others began to climb the rigging.

‘There!’ Lt Hurst shouted again, still pointing to Helena’s right as 
he reached the wheel, where he furiously rang the ship’s bell, oblivious 
to her presence. ‘All hands on deck!’ he bellowed.

Helena followed his direction, but at first she could not comprehend 
what she was seeing. Several hundred yards away something had appeared 
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out of the veils of mist that surrounded the ship, its shape obscuring the 
now feeble disk of the setting sun. For a moment, it looked like some 
sort of giant insect lurching towards them, a multitude of legs on either 
side driving it forward, with the grey sea foaming as each leg struck. 
She blinked and looked again – and felt a chill of fear in her stomach as 
she realised she was looking at a war galley head on, its oars moving to 
a faint drum beat, powering it on to a collision course with their right-
hand side. It would surely be on them in less than a minute.

Around her the ship then seemed to explode with activity, men 
streaming on deck from every corner of it. Officers barked orders, and 
red-coated marines took up positions along the ship’s rail, while still 
more had slung their muskets over their shoulders and were climbing 
the netting to the tops.

‘Mr Johnson,’ Lt Hurst shouted at a seaman near to him. ‘Prepare 
for starboard broadside!’

The man darted to the nearest hatch, shouting down it to relay the 
order. Captain Todd then appeared from the doorway to Helena’s left, 
fastening his coat buttons with one hand – a yellow coat Helena could 
not help noticing, instead of his usual navy blue one – while steadying 
himself on the ship’s rail with the other. His unsteady gait, overly careful 
movements, and glassy eyes staring rigidly ahead reminded her of their 
father – when he was intoxicated.

‘What the devil is going on, Mr Hurst?’ he demanded as he reached 
the ship’s wheel, apparently in the grip of a rage. ‘Mr Johnson, hold fire 
– they’ll be no guns fired on this ship without my direct order.’

‘But Captain,’ Lt Hurst protested, pointing to starboard. ‘We’re 
being attacked!’

Following Alex’s direction, Captain Todd turned to starboard – and 
seemed to be stunned at what he was seeing, his mouth opening, but still 
not issuing the critical fire order.

Helena glanced over to her right – the galley was within three 
hundred yards of them – and back to Captain Todd. Surely he was not 
so drunk that he could not see the danger they were in?

‘Captain!’ implored Lt Hurst.
At last Captain Todd seemed to comprehend the gravity of the 
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situation and belatedly began to issue the order. But it was too late.
From the moment Helena had seen the galley, no sound had come 

from it save for the remorseless drumbeat and faint sound of its oars cut-
ting through the water. Now a strange, shrill chorus of a battle cry could 
be heard, which carried with such intensity across the small divide between 
the two ships that it seemed to physically hit her in the solar plexus.

Captain Todd was shouting ‘Starboard guns…’ and then his 
voice trailed off, seemingly overcome by the battle cry that resonated 
unnaturally in the cold air.

To her consternation, Helena felt raw fear sweep through her body, 
radiating out from her stomach and weakening her. She staggered back 
to the cabin door for support, and then the sounds and shapes of the ship 
seemed to fade away, as if a heavy veil were falling in place around her. She 
felt rooted to the spot, her head like lead, and it was only with a supreme 
effort of will that she managed to raise it and view the scene on deck.

All about her appeared to be in a similar state. Some had fallen,  
a number were slumped against anything upright, while others stumbled 
around like drunks with blank, uncomprehending visages. She then 
heard muffled shots and noticed, in an almost detached manner, the 
marines who had made it to the ship’s rail falling slowly to the deck,  
the cries of their death throes echoing through her mind, while their 
muskets crashed uselessly around them. The galley surged on, its 
relentless drums growing louder with each stroke of the oars, as it bore 
down on them like a demon from the pit.

Her heart began thudding against her chest so hard she thought it 
would burst, while she gasped for breath. In the nightmarish state she 
was in, an aura seemed to emanate from the galley – of an ancient evil 
that was poised to engulf them all.

‘We are defenceless,’ she thought, burying her head in her hands. 
‘We are all going to die!’

Then, at that point of utter hopelessness, there came a faint voice 
that sounded as if it were a lifetime away, but which created a small ray 
of hope in her heart.

‘Prepare to…repel boarders!’ it urged, echoing around the unnaturally 
silent ship. The voice sounded familiar, thought Helena. Someone she 
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knew from a long time ago, in a different place. Then she slowly realised, 
with a pang of longing, that it was Lt Hurst, and tried to reply to his call, 
but could not break free of the sorcery.

‘Prepare to repel boarders!’ bellowed Lt Hurst, his voice now so loud 
he seemed to be next to her, cutting like a sabre though the veil that had 
descended about her.

Around her there was a brief moment of stunned silence, followed 
by what appeared to be a collective intake of breath as all realised the 
desperate situation they were in – and then pandemonium broke out, 
with each man resuming his task, shouting furiously to urge one another 
on. The galley was now barely fifty yards away, and the drumbeat 
staccato as the oars sliced through the water in perfect time.

‘Fire at will!’ ordered Captain Todd, finally completing the crucial 
order.

‘Thank God,’ thought Helena, still shaking from the effects of the 
demonic battle cry. ‘We have a chance!’

Suddenly the Captain became aware of Helena’s presence and 
turned to her.

‘Miss Montagu,’ he thundered, ‘get below deck now! The quarterdeck 
is no place for a woman.’ He gestured pointedly at the marines on either 
side of her, and then turned his back on her.

‘Captain, I protest!’ began Helena, but then found herself being 
pulled back to the cabin, her arm grasped from behind with a vice-like 
grip. She tried to call to Lt Hurst, but he was already engrossed in the 
business of battle.

‘Come on now, Miss. Captain’s orders,’ urged the older marine, 
genuine concern in his voice.

‘No, I want to stay on deck,’ she cried, trying to pull away, but the next 
moment she found herself in the cabin, the door pulled shut behind her.

‘Barricade the door, Miss!’ shouted the marine from outside.

‘Damn them!’ Helena exclaimed, glancing at the door bar, but ignoring 
the order. The initial fear had now completely dissipated, her fighting 
spirit was up, and she wanted to be on deck with Lt Hurst, not stuck 
in the cabin like a child. She decided she would wait until the marines 
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were distracted and then slip back out on deck – but she would need  
a weapon. Then she remembered – the bedroom! She staggered towards 
it, her legs still weak.

‘Helena, what’s happening?’ croaked Isabelle, her face drained of all 
colour, and slumped on the floor by the smoking chair. ‘I’m frightened!’

‘No time,’ she replied. ‘Into the bedroom,’ she commanded, as she 
half-dragged Isabelle in the right direction, scattering her embroidery 
across the floor.

‘Brace yourself,’ she warned as they entered the bedroom, physically 
placing Isabelle’s hands on the side of the bunk. ‘The ship will shake at 
any moment.’

A muffled explosion, followed by half a dozen more, sounded from 
outside.

‘At last,’ she exclaimed. ‘The ship’s guns.’
And yet – she had expected to hear a barrage. How many large guns 

were on either side? Two dozen? Something was not quite right. The  
guns did not sound as loud, nor shook the ship so much as when they had 
watched a drill some days previously. Had they misfired? As if to confirm 
her fears, there was a further muffled explosion, and then the guns fell silent.

Without warning a tremendous crash then reverberated around  
the ship, as the galley impacted on the Fearless, throwing them both to the  
floor and causing Helena to strike her head on a bulwark. At the same 
instant, all hell seemed to break loose outside as dozens of firearms were 
discharged, grenades exploded, and men cried out and screamed in pain.

Helena was back on her feet in an instant, pulling Isabelle up from 
the floor and propping her against the bunk.

‘We are under attack,’ she explained, as calmly as possible.
‘But from whom?’ demanded Isabelle, seizing her sister with fright.
‘Turks? Barbary corsairs? I don’t know. But do not fret – the crew 

will see them off.’
‘Helena – your head is bleeding!’
Helena glanced at herself in the looking glass to see a gash across her 

forehead, with blood trickling down the side of her face.
‘It is but a scratch,’ she declared, staunching the wound with  

a handkerchief. ‘Never mind that now,’ she continued, pulling free from 
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Isabelle and dropping to her knees to fish round under the lower bunk. 
‘Ah-ha, got them! Those pistols we found yesterday,’ she explained as 
she pulled out an ornate walnut box. ‘I’m going to load them.’

‘But I thought you said the crew would protect us!’ wailed Isabelle, 
beginning to sob.

Helena placed her hands on her sister’s shoulders.
‘Just a precaution, sister,’ she said, looking into Isabelle’s eyes. ‘This 

is one of the most powerful ships in the Royal Navy. If anything, these 
corsairs – or whoever they are – have signed their own death warrants! 
Now get up and stay there on the bed while I get these loaded.’

With renewed urgency she turned her attention back to the wooden 
box. She sprang the catches and opened the lid, a rich aroma of wood 
polish and gun oil wafting up from it. It contained two duelling pistols 
and a ladies pistol, together with plugs of gunpowder and ramrods. She 
pulled out the ladies pistol and examined it for a moment. It was only 
accurate over a short range, but it might be of use at some point. She 
thrust it into one of her riding boots, the gunpowder and small ramrod 
into the other.

She then levered out one of the duelling pistols from its velvet-lined 
recess. It was exquisitely crafted, and perfectly balanced – obviously a gift 
of some sort and probably never used. She pulled a plug of gunpowder 
from the box and began ramming it into the pistol with well-practised 
skill, while Isabelle threw herself on the bed sobbing with fear, her face 
in her hands.

‘There, one done,’ she said as she laid the firearm carefully on the 
bed, trying to affect a casual air.

Outside, there finally came the reassuring sound of a barrage from 
the ship’s heavy guns, accompanied by chilling screams. Presumably 
they were finding their mark, Helena thought, with grim satisfaction.

The sound of the cabin’s outer door being flung open, together with 
a rise in the roaring background noise, then caught her attention. She 
poked her head out of the bedroom – and to her astonishment saw 
Captain Todd stride in, countenance grim and set like stone. He was 
closely followed by a shorter swarthy man, also dressed in a yellow coat, 
whom Helena recognised as his cook.
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Though astonished at the captain’s appearance, the ghastly scene 
outside shocked her to the core. Bodies of red-coated marines lay strewn 
all over the deck, and her heart chilled as she realised there was no sign of 
Lt Hurst, or the other officers. Black-garbed figures with closely fitting 
silver helmets seemed to be everywhere, some engaged in brutal hand-
to-hand fighting with the ship’s crew, while others were slipping though 
hatches to get below deck.

‘God help us’, she thought. ‘We are being overrun!’
The marine who had manhandled her into the cabin was now almost 

directly outside it, struggling with one of the intruders. He had lost his 
musket and sabre and was now grasping one of his assailant’s wrists with 
both hands, desperately trying to prevent the intruder from deploying  
a curved scimitar, while the other hand rained blows on him. Though he 
appeared bigger and heavier than his opponent, and seemed impervious 
to the punishment he was taking, it was clear he was outclassed. With 
a swift movement, the assailant broke the impasse by raising his sword 
hand high and then kicking the marine’s feet from under him. The 
man fell heavily on to his side, but still grasped the other’s arm, forcing 
his opponent to kneel awkwardly on one leg. Then, despite his own 
desperate predicament, the marine looked with shock at the cabin door 
as he realised it was open.

‘The women!’ he bawled, barely audible over the roar of the fighting, 
and seemed to look directly at Helena, though she would have been 
unseen in the shadows of the cabin. ‘The women!’

His opponent took advantage of his kneeling position to draw  
a knife strapped to his boot. He casually flipped it, the silver blade 
glinting in the light of the whale-oil lanterns, caught it so that he held 
it at a better angle, and then brought it down with murderous force 
towards the marine’s chest…

The door slammed shut, making Helena jump with shock, her 
blood running cold at the cry of pain from without. She turned to look 
at the cook for some sort of explanation of the situation, but he just 
stood there by the door, staring insolently at her.

‘For God’s sake, bar the door, man!’ she now implored, having to shout 
to hear herself above the commotion outside. ‘We have been boarded!’
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The cook made no move other than to fold his arms and to continue 
staring at her.

‘Captain?’ She turned to him. ‘What in God’s name is happening?’
‘Everything is in order, Miss Montagu,’ Captain Todd slurred, 

confirming her earlier suspicion, as he strode over to the desk. ‘Now 
kindly stay out of my way, I have work to do!’

As he reached the desk, a deafening explosion occurred, seemingly 
from the bowels of the ship. It was far louder than the noise of the 
ship’s heavy guns. Captain Todd staggered and half-fell onto his desk, 
while Helena only just managed to steady herself in time. Once again  
a shocked silence fell across the ship, and in those moments Helena felt 
the ship begin to list almost imperceptibly. The two men exchanged 
questioning glances but said nothing. The cook then made for the cabin 
door to look through its small barred window.

‘The corsairs? Have they been repelled?’ she asked, still shaken by 
the force of the explosion and mystified as to why Captain Todd was 
present.

‘Get in the bedroom now, woman,’ snarled Captain Todd, his wig 
askew as he struggled to his feet, ‘and stay there till I give you leave to 
come out!’

He then ignored her again and began methodically unlocking the 
drawers of his desk and emptying their contents into a large oilskin bag, 
as well as charts and books that were lying around.

Helena glanced at the cook – he had a similar oilskin bag already 
slung over his shoulder, bulging at the seams. How could he have been 
so prepared? Unless…

Captain Todd glanced up to see her still watching him.
‘Gustavo!’ he ordered, and the cook strode across the room towards 

her, his intent obvious.
‘Don’t you dare touch me, you Italian cur!’ she shouted, stopping 

him in his tracks and giving her time to withdraw and slam the bedroom 
door in his face. ‘My father will have you horse-whipped!’ she continued, 
locking the door as he rattled the handle.

She then maintained a stream of threats in a similar vein, to cover 
the sound of her loading of the second pistol, as her mind raced, trying 
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to make sense of the situation. The previous day Lt Hurst had explained 
to her that in the case of a ship being overrun, all documents and 
charts that could be of use to the enemy would be gathered into a lead 
weighted bag and dropped over the side. Was this what Captain Todd 
was doing? But why had the cook not already got rid of his? Whatever 
was happening, the situation was becoming more nightmarish by the 
minute, and all romantic thoughts of joining Lt Hurst on deck to help 
repel the corsairs were now thoroughly dispelled. Leaving the cabin 
would be suicidal, so she determined that the best course of action was 
to stay put until the marines regained control of the ship and were able 
to free them. What use the two men would be if the corsairs entered the 
cabin, she had no idea – neither seemed to have been armed.

A shout then came from above them, ringing out above the roar of 
battle.

‘Head shots!’ the voice called. ‘Head shots!’
‘Lt Hurst!’ Helena exclaimed, gasping with relief that he was still alive.
The second pistol loaded, she removed the key from the lock, and 

crouched down to see what was happening outside.
Captain Todd had finished clearing his desk and now stood beside 

the cook, facing the door, the oilskin bag slung over his shoulder. Both 
men had their hands, bereft of any weapons, high above their heads.

They were surrendering?
A shadow passed across the window of the cabin door – a pause – 

and then suddenly it was flung open, and a horde of the black-garbed 
corsairs flooded into the cabin, helmets and scimitars glinting in the 
lantern light.

Helena caught her breath in shock, fully expecting the two men to 
be slaughtered before her eyes – but the horde swept around them like 
the incoming tide around a breakwater – and then the leader shoulder-
barged into the door of the bedroom. Helena sprang back with an 
involuntary scream, and then pulled Isabelle from the bed and back as 
far as they could go. She then faced the door, with the pistol in her right 
hand raised and ready. Another body slammed into the door, but the 
thick oak held. There was a hiatus. Commands were issued in hissing, 
guttural voices; there was the sound of something heavy being dragged 
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across the floor – and then the door almost buckled on its hinges as 
something struck it with incredible force. They had a battering ram, she 
realised with dismay.

‘Lt Hurst,’ she shouted in desperation. ‘Alex, for God’s sake help us!’
The door would not hold for long, and to make matters worse, 

a glance at the lantern confirmed what her sense of balance now told 
her – the Fearless was starting to list. If they managed to stay in the 
bedroom much longer they would most likely drown, but if the corsairs 
managed to break in…She pushed the thought from her mind, and 
after a moment’s deliberation she reached out to the lantern with her left 
hand and turned the wick down until it was extinguished, leaving them 
in darkness save for the slivers of light seeping in from the sides of the 
door. Her heart had been pounding with fear, but she felt a deadly calm 
settle on her as she cocked the pistol and prepared to kill the first corsair 
who made it through the door.

Two more blows on the door followed, each causing a shriek of 
terror from Isabelle, now cowering in a state of abject fear behind her.

‘I will protect you, sister!’ Helena shouted, as another blow struck 
the door.

The next blow brought the door down with a splintering crash, and 
the lead corsair sprang into the room with the litheness of a cat. For 
a moment he was silhouetted in the doorway – and the next he was 
staggering back, screaming in agony, his head half blown off by Helena’s 
pistol shot.

There was a moment’s hesitation by the attackers, giving Helena 
enough time to swap hands and cock the second pistol. She realised 
she could be close to death but maintained her deadly calm. Time 
slowed down. Another corsair ran into the room, and was almost at the 
outstretched pistol before Helena coolly fired it at point-blank range 
into his face.

The powder flash lit up the cabin for a moment, and as she 
maintained her gaze along the barrel of the pistol, her heart sank as 
she saw more of the fiends gathered outside the door, ready to charge, 
hands shielding their faces from the gunpowder discharge. The flash had 
barely faded when they began to move, and Helena flipped the pistol 
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in her hand to use the handle as a club. She managed to strike the next 
assailant with a glancing blow to the head, but then they swarmed on 
her, overpowering her and forcing her to the floor.

‘Alex!’ she shrieked in desperation, kicking and gouging with her 
nails as best she could, as they dragged her out of the bedroom and into 
the centre of the cabin. She was now on her back, her arms and legs 
pinned down by a corsair on each limb, shaking her head violently from 
side to side lest they should touch her face. She was helpless. She tried to 
call out again but terror choked the cry in her throat.

Her assailants, having immobilised her, now did nothing. She 
stopped shaking her head, acutely aware of her pounding heart. Over 
to her left she could hear Isabelle sobbing. She was almost frozen with 
terror, not daring to look any of them in the eye, but sensed they were 
waiting for something to happen.

Another shadow appeared at the doorway, and then a hooded 
corsair clad in robes of scarlet strode purposefully in, a small leather bag 
slung across his shoulder and seemingly oblivious to the carnage taking 
place outside. He quickly knelt down by Helena, produced a dark green 
bottle and white cloth from the bag, and then casually threw his hood 
back to better attend to his work. Their eyes met – and Helena gasped 
in shock at what she saw before her.

His visage was not that of a man but of a demon – bright red 
reptilian-like eyes set in a deathly pale face, a hook nose, and sensuous, 
sneering lips, from which protruded rotting jagged fangs. Unable to 
believe her eyes, she whipped her head over to look at the corsair on her 
right arm – the same, but younger in appearance, thick pale white hair 
visible from under his helmet. The same was true of the corsair on her 
left. The newcomer had now soaked the cloth in some pungent liquid 
from the bottle. Helena arched her back, desperately trying to push 
herself back along the floor, but sobbed as she realised her efforts were 
futile. His free arm snaked out, savagely grasping her hair. He yanked 
her head back and she smelt his foul breath assail her nostrils. The cloth 
bore down on her mouth, his merciless gaze drilled into her very soul, 
and all the fear and tension of the day welled up inside her, producing  
a scream of terror that rang around the ship.


